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The use of laptops is clearly on the rise. Intel
estimates the number of laptops has doubled between
2001 and 2004 [9], and Dell claims laptop sales
growth to be 30% per year [8]. It is projected that by
the year 2008 50% of the PC’s used in the United
States will be laptops [4]. This increase in laptop use
comes at a price. A recent CSI/FBI Computer Crime
and Security Survey found that laptop theft ranked
third for computer crime based on financial losses.
Average loss per laptop theft (including remedies for
protecting/recovering/safeguarding
compromised
data) is estimated to be in excess of $30,000 per
incident [6].

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the growing problem of laptop
theft and security. A review of the professional
literature was done to determine the magnitude of the
problem and what organizations are doing to address
it. A survey was constructed and administered to a
sample of employees of organizations in southern
New England to determine the rate of adoption of
security measures by their organizations taken to
address this problem. The results of the survey
indicated that these organizations primarily used
only the most fundamental security measures, use of
more sophisticated measures was limited, and onethird of the organizations did no formal training of
laptop users.

A stolen laptop is not just an IT issue. When the
stolen laptop contains confidential data the theft
affects the customer base, customer trust, and the
image of the organization [14]. Organizations often
focus their security efforts on protecting data from
network penetration, hackers, virus disruption and
other attacks on their main processing and storage
hardware. With the rise in laptop use and theft
organizations need to expand security efforts to
include policies for laptop security.
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INTRODUCTION
Laptop computers allow users the same computing
capacity and software as many desktop systems.
Mobile by design, laptops present increased
exposures, risks and challenges for organizations.
Unfortunately, those characteristics that make laptops
so attractive also make them more prone to theft.
Lower laptop prices, user desire for portability,
flexibility provided through wireless communication,
and increased storage and processing power make
laptops very attractive for every business person from
the salesman or saleswoman on the road to the CEO
visiting company facilities. A mobile workforce
supported by laptop computers expands business
opportunities, but also presents a security nightmare.
Laptop computers are easy to conceal, find a ready
used market, and have the capacity to store enough
sensitive data to severely damage a company if they
are stolen and the data is misused. Hundreds of
thousands of business laptop computers are stolen
each year from all levels within the organization.
There is even a case of a laptop being stolen from a
podium during a break in a presentation by the CEO
of Qualcom. The real loss was that the laptop
contained some very sensitive and strategic business
data, as well as the text for the presentation [16].
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Laptop Exposures
Laptops are mobile by design, therefore more
vulnerable to theft. It is thought that as many as 80%
of all laptop thefts are committed by internal
employees, creating a serious human resources issue
[12].
Organizations are starting to impose
restrictions on who can remove confidential data
from their office, and are implementing special
training programs to instruct employees in methods
of securing data on laptops. These efforts are
resulting in more comprehensive data and hardware
security practices and policies, and workers found
violating these policies are subject to discipline or
dismissal [13].
The data stored on a laptop is the greatest liability for
an organization. When a laptop is stolen, the data
value is much higher than the hardware value. The
original intent of the theft may be for resale of the
laptop, not theft of the data, but the exposure for
misuse of the data remains. Most laptops have
insufficient data protection [2], and whether stolen
for the hardware or the sensitive data contained in the
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laptop storage devices, the organization is subject to
exposure to serious financial loss.

theft is high, and discouraging or restricting what
data can be stored on a laptop [4].

Laptop Risks

The second protective measure would be to provide
better security for the data stored in the laptop. This
would include encryption schemes and protecting
data access through more effective passwords,
biometrics, and other access controls [6]. Data
encryption, protection of flash drives, and laptop
tracking systems are also being used to safeguard
both hardware and data [10].

Recent publicized theft or loss of laptops containing
significant sensitive data include the U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs, Fidelity Investments, Electronic
Data Systems and Ernst & Young [7]. Along with
bad publicity and embarrassment, these and other
organizations exposing and losing sensitive customer
data face significant financial losses should
customers decide to sue. It is interesting to note that
most corporations acknowledge the problem, but
more than two thirds of them still have not
implemented specific laptop security policies [1].

Organizations are recognizing that employees are the
weakest security link [11]. Employee training and
increasing the security consciousness of employees,
along with a clearly articulated laptop policy
statement outlining an employee’s responsibilities
can reduce the risk of theft by increasing the
employee’s awareness [16].

It is estimated that more than 600,000 laptops are
stolen each year in the US [5], with more than 93
million data records compromised, putting millions
of Americans at risk for identity theft [17]. The
majority of laptops are stolen for the hardware value
[3], but it is estimated that 10-15% of laptop thieves
target the sensitive data stored on the laptop [16].
The loss of a few thousand dollars worth of laptop
hardware is modest compared to the financial
exposure and damage to a company’s reputation that
can result from a security breach associated with a
laptop theft [18].

A laptop security policy statement might include
items such as:
Responsibility of Users
• The user should take responsibility for the
security of the laptop and stored information
• The user should take precautions to protect
against the installation of malicious software
• The user should insure proper care is taken of the
laptop
Physical Security
• The laptop should not be left unattended in
public places
• Sensitive information should not be displayed on
the laptop in public places
• Laptops should be carried as hand luggage when
traveling
Access Control
• All data on the laptop should be encrypted
• All sensitive data should be periodically backed
up
Laptop Loss
• If the laptop is stolen or lost it should be reported
to the authorities immediately
(adapted from: Narasimman, “Laptop Security”,
www.securitydocs.com/library/3399)

Organizational Challenges
Changes in data privacy regulations in the past few
years have put pressure on organizations to pay
attention to laptop theft. Thirty two states have
adopted legislation requiring companies to notify
victims when personal information has been lost or
compromised [13]. In recent years there has been
increasing pressure from the government on
organizations to comply with data privacy laws or be
held accountable for lost or stolen data [5]. The
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse is calling for a national
law requiring organizations to directly notify anyone
affected by a data breach, be it stolen laptop of
hacker infiltration [15].
What can organizations do to better protect against
laptop theft and subsequent compromising of data?
The most obvious and least expensive method is to
provide more enhanced physical security. This
would include lock boxes, tie downs, hardware
locator devices attached to laptops, and employee
searches when leaving the premises.
Some
organizations are expanding this physical security
approach to include restricting employees from
taking laptops to specific countries where danger of
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Some organizations are now looking to outsourcing
their cyber security needs, including laptop theft
protection. Organizations also have the option of
obtaining cyber insurance to help mitigate risks.
These are relatively new approaches, and may offer
protection and risk mitigation, but they are expensive
and require management support if they are to be
effective.
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computer. It is the responses from these employees
which are used in the following discussion and tables.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A survey was designed to determine employee laptop
computer use and organizational security measures
for such employee use. After reviewing the literature
on security measures employed by organizations to
prevent the loss of data on laptop computers as well
as the computers, an initial survey was constructed.
This survey was tested on a select sample and revised
to reflect the suggestions and comments from the
respondents. The survey consisted of three parts: 1)
Demographics of the respondents’ companies/
organizations; 2) IT security policies and procedures
in place at the respondents’ organization; and 3)
Specific information related to the use and theft of
laptop computer equipment.

Table 2 summarizes how the laptops are used by the
respondent employees with respect to access to
corporate data, where they are used, and whether
users are given training on the security of the laptops.
Of interest is that 100% of the respondents had laptop
access to company data at remote sites, including
their home, and 78% were allowed to store company
data on their laptop. This indicates that for at least
this sample, there may be significant exposure to the
loss of sensitive and valuable data stored on company
laptops. Security awareness can be emphasized
through training, yet 36% of the organizations do not
provide such training.
Table 3 lists possible security measures that
organizations can implement and how many
organizations represented in the sample actually use
one or more of these measures. Of the 15 security
measures listed, only 3 of them have been adopted by
over 50 percent of the companies sampled. As
expected, password protection with a 97 percent
adoption rate is the number one security measure, but
data encryption with a 56 percent adoption rate is
disappointing as is the 56 percent adoption rate for
employee certification/signoff. Despite the fact that
the literature lists many possible security
measures/devices, the organizations in this sample for
the most part adopted them at a very low rates.

The survey was administered to graduate students in
a northeastern university Masters of Business
Administration (MBA) program who were employed
full-time in businesses and organizations in southern
New England. After removing responses from
duplicate organizations, the sample size was 62.
SURVEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As can be seen from Table 1, 50 of the 62
organizations (81 percent) of the companies in the
sample provide laptop computers to at least some of
their employees. Thirty six of the respondents
indicated they were provided a company laptop

Table 1
Size of Organization
vs.
Provide Laptops to Employees
Number of
Employees
1- 50
51- 500
501- 2,000
2001- 10,000
Over 10,000
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Organization Provides Laptops
to at Least Some Employees
Yes
No
4
6
6
5
8
1
16
0
16
0
50
12
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Table 2
Using the Company Laptop
N=36 Respondents
Number (%)of
Responses
Yes
No
35 (97)
1 (3)
36 (100)
0 (0)
36 (100)
0 (0)
28 (78)
8 (12)
33 (92)
3 (8)
23 (64)
13 (36)

Use laptop to access company data in the office?
Use laptop to access company data at remote site?
Take laptop home on a regular basis?
Store company data on the laptop?
Take the laptop on business trips?
Organization provides training on security of the laptop?

Table 3
Which of the following security measures
for laptops is in place in your organization?
N = 36 respondents
Multiple Responses Possible

Passwords
Encryption of data
Employee certification/signoff
Awareness training
Locking cables
Data restriction on laptop
Automatic encryption of data
Internet tracking/locator software
Smart cards
Key cards
Deletion programs
Biometric access controls
Kensington locks
Motion sensors and alarms
Travel prohibitions
Unknown
Others
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Number of
Organizations

Percentage of
Organizations

35
20
20
16
13
13
12
9
7
7
4
4
2
1
1
1
0

97
56
56
44
36
36
33
25
19
19
11
11
6
3
3
3
0
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CONCLUSIONS
The theft of laptop computers is a growing problem
faced by businesses and organizations. These thefts
are not only a problem because of the financial costs
of the computers and software, but more importantly
because of the organizational and personal data
contained on them. While most laptops are stolen for
the value of the computer, a significant number are
taken to gain access to sensitive information and
company information stored on the laptop. This
presents a significant risk to business organizations
that allow their employees to store company data on
their laptops.
The results of a survey of business professionals
employed by organizations in southern New England
revealed that for the most part these organizations
used only the fundamental security measures of
password protection, data encryption, and employee
certification to mitigate the risks from lost or stolen
laptops and their stored corporate data. There was
limited use of more sophisticated security measures
such as tracking and biometrics. Perhaps the most
disappointing outcome from the survey was the
reported limited security training, with only two
thirds of the organizations providing security training
for employees utilizing company laptops.
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